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Abstract 
An inverse source problem of the Poisson equation is discussed with a boundary element approach and 
discrete Fourier transform. We consider the case that several point-like masses are placed in a disk domain, and 
consider the problem to determine the mass positions from the potential and flux on the boundary. Effective 
algorithms are presented for the determination of mass positions and for error estimations using the boundary 
element method and discrete Fourier transform of the logarithmic potential. The applicability of our algorithms 
is illustrated by numerical examples. 
Keywords: Inverse source problem; Poisson equation; Point-like mass; Boundary element method; Discrete Fourier 
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1. Introductiou 
Theoretical and practical studies on inverse problems become more important in engineering sci- 
ences [ 1,121. Many inverse problems are formulated by inverse problems of partial differential 
equations. In this paper we consider an inverse source problem of the two-dimensional Poisson 
equation 
(2 +$)w9Y) = -.f(w% (x,y) E 0, (1.1) 
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where G c lR2 is a strictly convex domain with the smooth boundary r, and f E C2( 0). An inverse 
source problem is to determine an unknown function f in ( 1.1) from partial information on a solution 
11 of ( 1 -1). The solution u of ( 1 .I) is called the porential. 
An inverse source problem of the Poisson equation is usually formulated as the problem to deter- 
mine an unknown function f porn the given firnction u( x, y) in R2\12, where u( x, y) is assumed to 
satisfy 
1 
l&(X& = -G J f(x’,y’)ln((x-x’)~+ (~-y’)*)“~dJ2(x’,y’), (x,y) E R2. n U.2) 
The function u( x, y) given by ( 1.2) is called the logarithmic potential of f and satisfies ( 1.1) . This 
problem is usually called the inverse logarithmic potential problem. From the theoretical point of 
view, there are many studies on this problem, and many results for uniqueness are given for the class 
of unknown functions f [ 3,7,10,11]. 
In general, a solution of the Poisson equation ( 1 .l ) consists of the logarithmic potential and a 
harmonic function in .Q. Hence we should deal with inverse source problems of ( 1 .l ) in some 
consideration of harmonic functions. In practical problems, information on the potential and/or flux 
are often given only on the boundary. In addition, we may find the case in which we have some 
difti~tilties to observe either the potential or flux. 
In this paper we deal with an inverse source problem of the Poisson equation which is formulated as 
the problem to determine an unknown function f from the given potential u(x, y) andflux q( x, y) on 
the boundary, and consider a numerical method to solve the problem. The authors already discussed 
this problem in the case that a one-point-mass-like source is placed in 0 by means of a boundary 
element approach [S] . This paper develops the result in [ 81 for the case that several point-like 
masses are placed in 0. We propose an effective numerical procedure and error estimates for the case 
that a small number of observation points may be used for the potential. Point-like mass models are 
frequently used in geophysical problems, and suitable to approximate planetary gravity fields [ 111. 
In Section 2 we derive an expression of the logarithmic potential using boundary integrals. A 
Fourier expansion of the logariti.+c potential of point-like masses is discussed in Section 3, and an 
algebraic relation between Fourier coefficients and mass positions is also given. Section 4 shows error 
estimations for a discrete Fourier transform of the logarithmic potential. In Section 5 we propose 
procedures to solve our problem, and to estimate rrors of numerical solutions. Section 6 shows some 
numerical experiments and illustrates the effectiveness of our algorithms. 
2. Boundary integral expression for a disk domain 
Let u E C2( 0) n C(a) be the potential which is a solution of ( 1 .l ) to a Dirichlet or Neumann 
problem. Then the potential u is represented by 
u(x, Y) = uH(x, y) + ti’_(x, y) 
=uH(x,y) + J f (x’- Y’)u*(x, y; x’, y’) dO(x’, y’), (x, y) f 3, (2.1) n 
where lfH is a suitable harmonic function in $2, uL is the logarithmic potential of f, and u* (x, y; x’, y’) 
= -(2~)-’ ln{(x - x’)~ + (y - y’)*}‘/* is the elementary solution of the Laplace equation. From 
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( 1 .I ), the following boundary integral equation is obtained for the potential u [ 21: 
$4(x, y) = - J I‘ W’, Y') $+, y; x’, y’) cWx’, y’) 
253 
+ J yx’9 Y')u*(x, y; x’, Y') cwx’, $1 
+ /(x’.~‘)u*(x,y;x’,y’)dn(x’,y’), (x,y) E r, 
J 
(2.2) 
where q( x, y) - (&/an) (x, y) denotes the flux on the boundary, and n denotes the outward unit 
vector normal to f. Since the logarithmic potential uL equals to the third term of the right-hand side 
of (2.2), uL is given as follows [S ] : 
UL(X,Y) = ;u(x,Y) + 
J 
W’, y’) 
au* 
I’ 
~(x. y; x’, y’) Wx’, y’) 
-J~(xt,y’)u*(~,y;xt,y’)d~~xt,yf). (x,y) E z-i 
I 
(2.3) 
Let us consider the case that fi is a disk with radius R. Then (2.3) becomes 
UL(& y) = +4x, Y) - -!- 
J 
&A-‘, y’) df (x’, y’) 
2a r_2R 
- 
J 
q(x’,y’)~*(x,y;~‘,y’) dUx’,y’), (x,y) E r, 
r 
and we obtain 
(2.4) 
UL(X, Y) + K = $4x, yl - 
s 
qtx’, y’M*(x, y; x’, y’) cW-6 y’h Cx, y) E r, 
I 
where K = (4wR) -’ sI. u(x’, y’) dT(x’, y’). Therefore, if 4 is known all over the boundary 
is computable at any point (on r) where u is known. 
(2.5) 
r, ul_+K 
Since u is written by (2.1), the information on the source term f is included only in uL. If K is 
also known, the logarithmic potential uL itself is compu;able from (2.5). However, it is not always 
easy to compute a precise vaIue of K because u may be observed at a smali number of points. 1n 
the following, we consider a procedure to solve an inverse source problem in the case that we have 
some difficulties to compute K. 
3. Fourier expansion cf logarithmic potential 
Consider a model for the source term f in ( 1.1) which is written as 
j=l 
(3.1) 
where (xj,yj) E 0, and Qj E II%, j = 1,2 ,..., N. Each Fj is a real-valued function which satisfies 
that 
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(a) Fj(X-Xj,y-_Vj) EC*(i2), 
(b) SllppFj(X-Xj*y-y,) C J?* 
(c) S,Fj(-~-Xj,y-yj)d~=l, 
(d) Fj(X-Xj+y-~j) =G~({(x-x~)*+(Y-yj)*}) in aforagiven fimctionGj. 
If SUPP Fj(X - Xjv y - yj ) is sufficiently small, Fj ( x - xi, y - yj ) behaves like the delta function. We 
call the mass modetled by Qj Fj ( x - Xiv Y - yj) a “point-like ~QSS” and (xi, yj) the “mass position”. 
Hence this model is considered as the case that N pieces of point-like masses are situated in R. 
We also assume that Qj = Q J 0 and Gj = G for all j, where Q is a known constant and G is a 
known function. In this case, our problem is reduced to the determination of mass positions (xi, yj), 
j= 1,2 ,..., N. 
Let R = {(x,y)I(_rZ + y*)‘/* < R} and denote each point (x,y) F r by (x(e),y(B)) using 
pcIar coordmates, where x( 0) = Rcos8 and y(8) = Rsin8. Defme u(e) = u(x(@,y(B)), q(6) = 
q(x(@,y(ti)) and rlt.(0) = uL(x(6),y(8)). Then u,_(e) is given by 
(3.2) 
where Xj = rj COS +j and yj = rj sin4j. We note that expression (3.2) is independent of the function 
G. Since UL E P( [0,27r)), we can expand UL in Fourier series: 
(3.3) 
where 
J 
2a 
ak = u,_(e) coskede, k =O. 1,. . ., 
0 
Pk = 12z u,_(O) sinkBd& k = 1,2,. . . . 
From (3.2), (Yk and & are given as follows: 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
k=l 2 , I..., (3.6) 
flk= $ N 2 ‘sink4j, 
- c( > 
k= 1,2,... . (3.7) 
J=I 
Define 
ZJ = :cXp(i@j) = ~(,,S~j + isin+j) = $x, +iyj); 
then we obtain 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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where JQ E CY~ + i& ence (~1, ~2,. . . , z,tJ E C’” is a solution of the system of equations 
(3.10) 
Therefore, if we compute yl , y2, . . . , TN, and solve (3.10), all of the mass positions are determined. 
As mentioned in Section 2, we can compute only uL + K in the case that K is unknown. But only 
Yo (- LYO) depends on K even if yk, k = 0, 1,2,. . . , lV, are computed from UL + K instead of uL. 
Since ‘yo does not appear in (3.10), we do not use K in the determination of mass positions. A result 
analogous to (3.10) is derived by Stromeyer and Ballani [ 111 using the theorem due to Novikov 
[ 71, but they apply the result only to prove their uniqueness theorems. 
4. Discrete Fourier coefficients of logarithmic potential 
In practical problems, u(0) is observed at finite points on r; hence we can compute uL( 0) + K at 
only finite points. Here we assume that u( 6) is observed at 2n points 8 = 0, m/n, 2?r/n, . . . , (2n - 
I)+. 
Consider the following approximation 7, of 71: 
UL(9j) + K)(cosMj + isinZ8j), l= 1,2,. . .,N, (4.1) 
where 0j = r’( j - 1 )/n. Since uL( 0) can be expanded in Fourier series (3.3), j$ is rewritten by 
yr = 
2nK + CY~ 2n 
2n C(COSlB, + i sin Z0j) 
j=l 
+ $A{? 
2n 
cos k@j cos Mj + i C cos kej sin Zej 
j=l j=l > 
2n 
sin k0j cos lej + i C sin kej sin 10j . 
j=l > 
(4.2) 
Let us estimate an upper bound for the error of the approximation (4.1) . The following lemma is 
essential in the estimation. 
Lemma4.1. Let&{1,2 ,..., n}, kEZ+;then, 
2n 0, k+l,k-Z$Omod2n, 
L ycoskO,cosIB,= 2n, k+l,k-Z=imodSn, 
j=l n, else, 
(4.3) 
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0, k+Z,k-Z#Omod2n, 
2fl 
c Sh k@j Sh lOj = 
0, k+Z,k-Z=Omod2n, 
j=l --n, k+Z=Omod2n, k-Z+Omod2n, 
n, k+Z$Omod2n, k-Z=Omod2n, 
Zn 
c 
cos k@j sin Z6j = 0, 
2n 
c 
sin k@j cos Z@j = 0. 
j=l 
A proof of Lemma 4.1 is easily obtained by straightforward computation. 
Using Lemma 4.1, we obtain 
3 = a1 + 5 aznt+t + 2 ffznt--l + iPI+ i E Pznr+f - i 2 P2nr-l 
r=l r-l f=l t=1 
{ 
Yf + CZ Yznr+i + ZZI 72ji2nt_lr I < n, 
= 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
where 7 denotes the complex conjugate of y. From (3.10) and (4.7), we must consider the case 
n > N. 
Define the error of the approximation (4.1) by 8, = yI - T[r; then, 
is obtained. Since 
we have 
where rM = max+l.....,v rj/R < 1. Substituting (4.10) into (4.8), we obtain 
I&l < :pN$&+;QNg& (2f-l),r Q ;QNd, g g + :QNG-‘~ ,I;_ l ln 
QN 1 z---r c 
m (r2)’ ~ Q+, OD Ph12’-’ _ QNr, *,, 1 
4n M ,=, t c 2n M ,=, 22 - 1 4n M 1 - r$ 
I Q+r ,n 1 + G 
4r:M - 1 - rb 
= @! f-’ *n ’ ( 1 +r& 4n M TT-;5;;+rF’ln- M ) l-r, . 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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If 2n is sufficiently large, we obtain 
141 < p 1 
4n 
( 
rb In 1 + r&-’ In 2 
M -ii > 
21 N(rhrfi + rz’ 
4n 
- 2ra) 
QN 3QN 2n-1 
= zrh(rc’ + 2rc’) 6 4nrM . (4.12) 
Therefore I&l converges to zero exponentially with respect o n. Since the bound (4.11) depends on 
rM, we should use this bound as an a posteriori estimate. 
5. Algorithms 
Let us consider a numerical procedure to solve our problem with error estimations. Using results 
in previous sections, we propose the following algorithm for the determination of mass positions. 
Algorithm 5.1 (Determinatiort of muss positions). 
Step I. Input vaIues of the potential U(@j), j = 1,2, . . . ,2n, and a sufficiently large number of 
values of the flux q( 0). 
Step 2. Compute UL( @j) + K, j = 1,2, . . . ,2n, by (2.5). 
Step 3. Computeyr, I= I,2 ,..., N, by (4.1). 
Step4. Solve (3.10),andput (xj,Yj) =(RRezj,RImtj),j~1,2,...,N. 
In the execution of Step 4, we note that the left-hand sides of (3.10) are symmetric functions of 
Zl,Z2.. . ., zN. In this case, each zi is a root of the equation 
ZN -slzN-'+...+(-l)kSkZN-k+...+ (-l)%N=o, (5.1) 
where sk is the elementary symmetric function of zI, z2, . . . , zN of degree k. Each sk is computable 
from the left-hand sides of (3.10) by Newton’s identities [5]. Therefore we solve (5.1) instead of 
(3.10). To obtain all roots of (5.1) numerically, Durand-Kerr&s method [ 41 is applicable. 
For a procedure to estimate errors of mass positions, we have to consider numerical estimations 
for errors of u~(f?~) + K, yr and solutions of (5.1). At first, we estimate rrors of ~~(0~) + K. Let 
e(@j) be the numerical error of uL(ej) + K. When the boundary is divided into m pieces of constant 
elements of equivalent sizes, the following bound is obtained for e( ej) [ 81: 
l&(@j)l < iM,?rRm-’ 1 nm+ (ilIn2RI +In2)N,r2Rmm2, j= 1,2,...,2n, (5.21 
where M, = mwE10.2w) Idq(@/dell Nq = TF.=EIO.~~) ld2qW/df12i. 
Next we estimate the error of $+. If all uL(ej) + K have no error, we have shown the bound (4.11) 
for IS/l. However, each uL (Bj) + K has a numerical error E( ej) . Let S,! be the numerical error of PI 
caused by e( Bj). Since A is computed by (4.1) and I&( 0j) I is bounded by (5.2), we obtain 
< 2rr{fM,7rRm-*Inm+ (fIIn2RI +!n2)N,7?Rn~-~}. (5.3) 
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Hence the error bound for j$, denoted by 6;. is estimated by 
+27r{fMy7rR~-21nm + ($1 ln2R] + ln2)N,?r’R~n-‘}. (5.4) 
Since I&] is O(m-‘lnm) and I&] is O(r$), it is expected to take 2n < m. 
Finally, to estimate error bounds for numerical solutions of (5.1), we use Smith’s theorem [ 91. 
Since each coefficient sk of (5.1) has a numerical error, we apply interval arithmetic [6] for Smith’s 
theorem. Interval arithmetic is also applicable for Newton’s identities in the estimation of errors of 
Sk. k= 1,2 ,..., h’. 
As a result, we propose the following algorithm for error estimations of our problem. 
lugorithm 5.2 (Error estimatiort j . 
Step 1. Compute error bounds for ut(Sj) + K, j = 1,2,. . .,2n, by (5.2). 
Step 2. Compute error bounds for j$. I = I, 2, . . . , N, by (5.4). 
Step 3. Compute error bounds for sk, k = 1,2, . . . , N. by Newton’s identities using interval arith- 
metic. 
Step 4. Compute error bounds for numerical solutions of (5.1) by Smith’s theorem using interval 
arithmetic. 
We have to apply Algorithm 5.2 after the termination of Algorithm 5.1, because Steps 2 and 4 of 
Algorithm 5.2 include a posteriori estimates. 
6. Numerical examples 
In this section we present numerical examples to illustrate the applicability of Algorithms 5.1 and 
5.2. During this section, the domain is 0 = {(x, y) lx2 + y* < l}, and the magnitude of masses is 
Q = 0.3 x 2~. We choose the following four examples for our problem. 
Case 1. {(Xi,yi>} = ((0.453 15,0.21131),(-0.17678,0.17678), (-0.11472,-0.16383). 
(0.257 11, -0.30642)}, rM = 0.5. 
Case 2. {(Xi, yi)} = {(0.67973,0.31696),(-0.26516,0.26517),(-0.17207,-0.24574), 
(0.385 67, -0.45963)}, rM = 0.75. 
(oy;80 3. o $&kX;1 r~, ~o5~(O.45315,O.21131),(O.435O3,O.2O286),(O.257ll,-O.3o642), 
(o$;36’i 195(:$i($ jYii 1 -=* ’ ((0.453 15,0.21131), (0.43503,0.20286), (0.43852,0.21864), 
rM = 0.5. 
Cases 1’ and 2 have’no clustered mass position, where “clustered mass position” means that several 
mass positions are very close. In Case 2, TM is 1.5 times as large as in Case 1. In Case 3, two pairs 
of mass positions are clustered, and all mass positions are clustered in Case 4. 
We consider the preciseness of the bound (5.4). Since (5.4) consists of two terms owing to (4.11) 
and (5.2), preciseness should be considered for each bound. A numerical result of the bound (5.2) is 
shown in 181. Here we give a numerical example for the bound (4.11) . We choose Case 1 for mass 
positions, and &(x,y) = 0 for the harmonic term. Fig. 1 shows numerical results of IS,] and IS,]. 
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NUMBER OF OBSERVATION POINTS FOR uL 
Fig. 1. Actual errors (811 and 1641 and their estimated bounds. 
From Fig. 1, it is clear that the bound (4.11) gives a fairly good approximation of I&l. By comparing 
results in [ 81 and Fig. 1, the bound (4.11) is more accurate than the bound (5.2). Therefore we 
shall choose 2n and m such that 
L l (maximum of estimated bound for I&( $) 1 by (5.2) ) 
< (maximum of estimated bound for I&l by (4.11))) (6.1) 
where L should be larger than 1. In the following results, we choose L = 10 experimentally, and 
choose U&X, y) = 1 + Re exp( i( x + iy) ) for the harmonic term. 
Table 1 shows averages of estimated errors and actual errors of mass positions. From results for 
actual errors, we can see that numerical results for mass positions have good accuracy from the 
practical point of view. Table 1 also shows the results of the number of observation points for the 
flux. By comparing 2n and m, we need a much smaller number of observation points for the potential 
than for the flux. Hence, if sufficiently large number of observation points or exact boundary values 
are given for the flux, we need a small number of observation points for the potential to obtain a 
good accuracy for numerical results. 
From results for estimated errors, our estimated errors give reasonable bounds for actual errors of 
mass positions in Cases 1, 2 and 3, but in Case 4 the result is not so good. The reason is that all 
roots of (5.1) are clustered in Case 4, and error estimates for roots of (5.1) become sensitive to a 
perturbation of coefficients sI, ~2, . . . , s,+ 
Let A( 2n) be the average of errors of mass positions where 2n is the number of observation points 
for the potential. From (4.12) and (6.1), we have the estimate 
A( 2n) N 0( r$‘); 
hence, 
log(dWN z 2nlogrM +C, (6.3) 
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Table 1 
Avenges of errors in the determination cf mass positions 
2n Average of errors of mass positions m m/Zn 
Estimated (E) Actual (A) Ratio (E/A) 
Case 1 16 2.97. 10-j 1.16 - 10’” 25.6 2272 142 
18 6.69 - 10-j 2.78 - 1O-5 24.1 4878 271 
20 1.50. 1o-J 5.82 - lo-” 25.8 10340 517 
22 3.43 - 1o-5 1.30 - lO+j 26.4 21802 991 
Case 2 16 2.24 - 10-l 3.49.10-j 64.2 400 25 
18 1.06. 10-l 1.85 - lo-” 57.4 576 32 
20 5.29 - lo-’ 9.02 - 1O-J 58.6 800 40 
22 2.70. lo-’ 4.51 * 10-j 59.9 1122 51 
Case 3 16 2.68. 10-l 3.62. lo-” 74.1 1840 I15 
18 5.55 - 1o-‘1 7.89 - 10-j 70.4 4014 223 
20 1.14 - lo-’ 1.63 - 10-j 70.1 8600 430 
22 2.52 - lo-” 3.36. lo-’ 74.9 18326 833 
Case 4 22 1.08 - lo+” 1.97 - lo-* 54.9 17490 795 
24 7.30 - 10-l 6.85 - 1O-3 107 38904 1621 
26 2.81 - 10-l 1.82. lo--’ 154 83 148 3198 
28 7.42 - lo-* 4.33 - 10-j 171 176232 6294 
where C is a constant. Let CT be the slope of the line passing through points (2n, log( A( 2n) ) ) ; then 
we obtain 
a 2i 1ogrM. (6.4) 
Table 2 shows numerical values of slopes G for estimated and actual errors. The results show that 
the slope fl for errors may give a good approximation of log TM. 
7. Conclusions 
An inverse source problem of the Poisson equation is discussed by a boundary element approach 
and discrete Fourier transform. We consider the case t3at several point-like masses are placed in 
a disk domain, and propose an effective algorithm to sclve our problem by a combination of the 
boundary element method and discrete Fourier transform. In our algorithm, an algebraic relation 
between mass positions and Fourier coefficients of the logarithmic potential is used. An alg<Jrithm 
Table 2 
Numerical values of cz and iogrM 
.- 
u log rh4 
Estimated Actual 
Case 1 -0.323 -0.327 -0.301 
Case 2 -0.153 -0.149 -0.125 
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for error estimations is also proposed. The applicability of our algorithms is shown by numerical 
examples. Numerical results for mass positions show that our method is effective for all our test 
cases. For error estimates, we can see that our methods are applicable when mass positions are not so 
clustered. The results also show that we need a small number of observation points for the potential 
to obtain a good accuracy for results if sufficient information on the flux is given. 
To consider the applicability of our approach for other point-like mass models or a generalization 
to other convex domains, we need further studies. Further discussions are also needed for a method 
to determine the number of point-like masses. 
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